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This graphic nonfiction book traces
the history of Robin Hood’s Barn (1930-1941), a
makeshift utopia founded by Gladys Gage Rogers
and her life partner Leah Thomas.

They overcame loss, scandal, and
opposition from the medical
establishment to create one of the
first disability communities built on an
ethos of pride.

Gladys and Leah were out to
prove something with their
unusual experiment— that “palsied”
children were not only educable,
but possessed an inner life
as rich as any other.

In a time when children with disabilities had no legal
right to public education, and could even be banned from public
spaces, Gladys and Leah created a surreal summer camp where kids with
C.P. banded together as dashing outlaws.

As the parent of a boy with CP, I
was amazed when I stumbled upon
a copy of Gladys and Leah’s 1935
book about the camp. It had taken
me years to discover what they knew
—disability is not primarily a medical
journey, but a social and philosophical
one, inextricably bound up with the
right to life & liberty.
Our story, and our hunt for answers about Gladys
and Leah, is interwoven with the story of Robin
Hood’s Barn in this graphic history and memoir.

Outline
The story opens in 1936 as two children prepare to leave for summer camp,
Jean from a state-run institution and Larry from his bustling family home.
Parallel panels detail their separate experiences as suitcases are packed,
vehicles prepared, and the auto trip begins. What will Robin Hood’s Barn be
like?
They arrive at camp and meet their counselors, receive new names (Ket the
Trou and Guy of Gisbourne), and swear an oath of allegiance to Robin Hood’s
band of outlaws. Robin and Little John are played by Gladys and Leah, the
camp directors, two lively and witty eccentrics. Newell Green, a famous
landscape photographer with C.P., snaps a photo of the group following the
solemn initiation ceremony.
Perspective shifts, as we see the cover of New Pathways for Children with
Cerebral Palsy. I relate how I found the book and its account of Robin Hood’s
Barn. We flash back to scenes of my son Heath’s birth with no signs of life, a
traumatic blur of hospital rooms, inscrutable technology, and dire prognoses.
An early comment from my midwife (“I saw a baby that was born like this,
but worse. I don’t know why they let it live.”) initiates me into a new world.
Will my son’s life be devalued and misunderstood?
Eight years later, while Heath is away at a summer camp for kids with
physical disabilities, I delve into New Pathways and realize it contains an
approach that was far ahead of its time. Its unorthodox focus on the inner
life of the child (“the spiritual science of cerebral palsy”) reminds me of the
Independent Living movement of the 1970s, which rejected a purely medical
understanding of disability and fought for the right to a full life in
community.
Back at Robin Hood’s Barn, the kids enjoy the fantastic grounds, outdoor
activities, and a lesson on Robin Hood’s significance as a hero of the
oppressed. A boy named Midge writes at length about an imaginary country
called Frencheny in a fantasy sequence drawn directly from a case study in
New Pathways.
I embark on a quest to understand more about Gladys and Leah, convinced
that the book contains the perspective of a mother. I call the historical
society in Vermont and begin to discover more about their story. As Heath
and I piece together the facts—Gladys had a son with C.P. who died young—
we draw connections, seeing that we experienced the same things, but in
different eras. We explore the similarities and differences in our paths.

Flashbacks show Gladys’ upbringing in Cambridge, MA and meeting with Leah
in Northampton, where she served as Gladys’ son’s physiotherapist. Their
relationship blossoms into a love affair. After Gladys’ son’s death, the two
leave Northampton amid scandal to begin a new life in Vermont and found
Robin Hood’s Barn.
Heath and I make contact with a former counselor: a 102-year-old man who
played Friar Tuck. He gives us documents which clarify even more details
about the camp’s novel philosophy.
We flash back to Robin Hood’s Barn at the summer’s end. Fair Day is full of
pageantry, with performances and sporting competitions, a rousing speech by
Gladys, and a boar’s head feast. The children prepare to return home, and
Jean’s anxiety mounts as she is faced with the prospect of returning to the
state institution. Larry returns home and continues his home schooling with
his caring mother. I compare their circumstances to Heath’s full access to
mainstream education. Heath reflects on his position in history and the
dangers he would have faced in other eras. I recall our first encounters with
disability advocacy and how we got involved with ADAPT, a rowdy, direct
action disability rights group that succeeded in their fight to pass the A.D.A.
In 1990.
Flashing back to 1935, Gladys and Leah publish New Pathwasys, the book about
their grand experiment. It influences parents and medical professionals
nationwide. In 1941, they are forced to close the camp due to WWII gas
rationing. Jean is devastated when she receives the news but Gladys and Leah
send for her at Christmas. Gladys and Leah adopt a disadvantaged baby girl,
Anne, and continue to volunteer and teach. Their legacy quietly spreads.
Heath and I keep up the fight with ADAPT to pass the Disability Integration
Act (anticipated to pass in 2021) which, once and for all, will make
institutionalization the path of last resort for the disabled.
Our family visits Robert Sacks, an 86-year-old Robin Hood’s Barn camper in
Santa Fe. He is a luminous and funny Jewish theologian who has spent his life
writing about science and rationality vs. mystery. Heath and Robert connect
and ask each other questions from their different vantage points in time.
Heath asks Robert to be his “god-great-grandfather” and Robert agrees.
By the book’s end, Heath is on the brink of starting middle school and feeling
the need for greater independence. Through a chance invitation from a
Jungian depth psychologist, we are encounter symbols of the inner world.
Our future course becomes clear: Heath must prepare to strike out on his own
in a few short years and I must prepare to let him go.

CHARACTERS

Gladys Gage Rogers (1888-1963):
A witty, determined eccentric from a
well-to-do Cambridge family, Gladys
endures tragedy and opposition before
finding her true self. When her son is
diagnosed with cerebral palsy after a
life-threatening brain infection, she
becomes his champion. In time, she
falls in love with his live-in physical
therapist, Leah Thomas. When her son,
David, dies of pneumonia at 16, Gladys
is heartbroken. She leaves her
marriage and begins a new life with
Leah in rural Vermont, Two years
later, they open Robin Hood’s Barn and
use their combined knowledge to
create a groundbreaking new approach
to disability rooted in dignity and the
inner life. Their influential book
advocates against the needless
institutionalization of children with
disabilities and for their right to
education.

Leah Coleman Thomas
(1893-1988): A strong, passionate
presence, Leah is raised by New
Jersey parents who support
education for their three daughters,
She attends Smith College, earns a
Masters in physiotherapy, serves as
a Red Cross nurse at Flanders
Field, and returns to be a professor
at Smith College, where she meets
and falls in love with Gladys, the
wife of a colleague. Leah takes up
residence with them and their
disabled son, David, whom she
treats. A brilliant, hard working
woman with a sharp sense of
humor, she becomes the master
architect of Robin Hood’s Barn,
fashioning its outbuildings and all
manner of adaptive devices for the
campers.

David Camp Rogers, Jr.:
Gladys’ son David contracts a dangerous
infection at age two from unpasteurized
milk. Although his neuromotor abilities
are impaired, he remains the same bright
and curious child. Gladys feeds his desire
to learn and educates him at home. He is
exploring paths for his future when, at 16,
he contracts pneumonia and dies.

Jean Platman: A camper at Robin Hood’s
Barn, she is an orphan who was surrendered
by her family to an institution due to her
disability. For eight weeks each summer she
leaves attends Robin Hood’s Barn free of
charge. Although bright, she arrives with
almost no education and is fearful and
antisocial. Gradually, she gains her bearings
and finds a voice.

Larry Eigner: In contrast to Jean, Larry
comes from a loving family and is homeschooled by his mother. A precocious talent,
he writes poetry with two fingers on a
manual typewriter. An intense observer of
the world, he helps bring Jean out of her
shell with his relaxed and inquiring
manner. He eventually becomes a wellknown poet of the Black Mountain School
and moves to Berkeley to live among
writers and artists.

Robert D Sacks: Robert comes from a
happy home that provides him with every
advantage but is treated coldly by an aunt
and cousin. When his plans to become a
chemist are thwarted by the local college,
he attends St. John’s in Annapolis,
studying with the philosopher Jacob Klein
and begins a lifelong inquiry into
rationality vs. spirit. At 86, he is still
writing and publishing from his home in
Santa Fe, and becomes my son’s “god-greatgrandfather.”

Myself and my son, Heath: We become
enchanted by the mystery of Robin Hood’s
Barn when we find a rare copy of Gladys
and Leah’s book, New Pathways for Children
with Cerebral Palsy (1935). What made them
start the camp? Why did it close? Who was
the boy to whom the book was dedicated?
Eighty years after the book was published,
Heath is growing up in a different world.
As a third-grader with C.P., his right to
education is secure and he moves in
mostly-accessible public spaces, thanks to
the ADA.
We reflect on our place in history, giving credit to the pioneers of the
disability rights movement like Gladys and Leah, even as we continue to
fight in Washington, D.C. with the grassroots disability advocacy group
ADAPT. During direct actions and confrontations with police, we bond with
activists who were trapped for years in institutions and who experienced
abuse and neglect there. The fight is not over! We crusade alongside them to
end the “institutional bias”which still leads to the incarceration of the
disabled against their will. I imagine Heath’s future after we are gone, and he
envisions his adult life in a rapidly changing and precarious world.

Sample Pages
My 25o-page script was written in Adobe InDesign. Because I plan to
make additional edits to the writing, images are described in red
lettering in the draft script. Captions and dialogue balloons are
placed as envisioned in the eventual book.

MISSOULA 2016,
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CHAPTER TWO: THE COSMIC EGG

Full page illustration in style of medieval tapestry.
Hybrid animal-human woman in playful pursuit of animal/
human child in forest scene as dog leaps for squirrel.
Path visible, detailed flora. A whole egg in a nest in tree.
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Zoom in, the frozen scene is now in action. Pursuit! Close
up on boy’s face with woman in background moving
through leafy, tunnel-like path. Both unclothed, partly
furred, their curves harmonious with that of the flora
around them. She is bent, agile, has bear-like ears. He has
hooves and juvenile antlers.

Close-up on dog, lithe and frozen prior to a pounce.
Background: child crawling on elbows and knees, woman
stooped and pursuing through forest foliage.

Squirrel leaps toward tree trunk, dog right behind her with
fierce expression—close call!
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Close up on squirrel perched high in an oak tree, safe now.
Dog seen far below, defeated. Squirrel: PANT PANT PANT
PANT

Woman’s clawed hand reaching for tail of crawling child,
whose face shows alarm. Dirt on knees, hooves, paws,
claws. Foreground detail: bugs, sticks, bird bones, rotting
leaves, broken egg shell.

Close up on half of
child’s face and naked
shoulder. Woman’s
face behind in intense
pursuit...

Close-up: her
face, foliage all
around. Effort and
determination.
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woman: unh...

Child darts
beneath bush,
hooflike feet visible.

Dog and bent over
woman peer into
dark leafy “hole”
in bushes where he
has gone...

Dog enters the
dark hole...

osprey cry overhead:
CREEAAWW!!

Woman looks up at
bird, hands up hips.

Double panel spans two pages: Aerial, bird’seye view of woodsy Jacob’s Island in midst of
Clark Fork River, Missoula.
A wild space in the midst of a small city. Child
seen on shore looking up in left half of frame.

Close-up on osprey
diving and about to
seize a suprised fish
from beneath the
river’s surface.

Osprey wheeling away, fish in talons, as child
watches from shore, kneeling on sandy bank.

Sound effect:
splsshhh!!
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Woman on knees
looking into the
too-small leafy hole,
taut as if hunting,
listening...

Close up on woman’s face as she crawls into
leafy hole, very low into tight space. fierce face,
teeth!
WOMAN: grrach!

Double panel spans two pages: Aerial, bird’seye view of woodsy Jacob’s Island in midst of
Clark Fork River, Missoula.

Child looks back
in alarm...she is
coming!

A wild space in the midst of a small city. Child
seen on shore looking up in left half of frame.

She leaps upon
him! He tries
to make a last
evasion, standing
up on knees with
arms upraised
and...

...falling flat on his
face on the sand, both
hands in the running
current.

child: NNHHAA!
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She pounces,
grabbing the child’s
shoulders with her
claws, fangs bared
above his neck and
startled, terrified face.

the game was always the same. one of us was a
predator and one of us was prey.

He [my son Heath] fights back! Angry, batters
me with antlers.

in the primal theater of
parent and child—

Me: EEAAWW!!

Heath’s antlers
gouge and distort
my face

—one of us would deal
the ruthless, final blow.

Heath batters me with
hooves, a big blow to my
head! I am wide eyed...

we pretended to be wild
creatures.

Dog up on hind
legs, getting into
the action.

i would die, dramatically.

I fall limp and
“dead.” Heath’s
expression is flat,
stunned.

heath: KKRRSSHH!

—and come back to life, as always, breaking the spell.
heath: MMAA?

He is scared. Pats
my furred body
with one hand, the
other is still a hoof.

I open my eyes and smile, appear more human.
He is relieved. Animal features gradually
disappear from both in the next four frames.
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Overhead view, he
lays his head on my
chest, I drape arms
over him as we lie flat
on sand, logs and big
rocks surrounding.

was it a game or a ritual?

We rest exhausted on our backs on the shore as
the river flows by. Sun seen going down over
distant mountains. PANT PANT sound effects
from dog sitting beside us.

heath:
I’m HUNGRY.

me:
me too.

Heath kneels, hand
on stomach, seen
wearing shorts and a
t-shirt now.

I am crouching and
peering into the dark
hole we came out of,
dressed in jeans and
t-shirt.

we were fierce.

We emerge kneeling
from the leaf tunnel,
back on the wider
path now.

the cycle of danger
& devouring, death
& resurrection was
familiar.

We crawl single file
through the dark,
leafy tunnel. A wild
rose thorn catches
Heath’s t-shirt. Beads
of sweat, working
hard.

we were precarious.

I help Heath to his feet, he looks unsteady, a bit
stooped.
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we emerged out of the forest,
bloodstained and dirty...

we were interdependent.

Seen from the front and framed by
trees, we come up the trail into the
light.

Seen from behind, we move up the
trail. I walk to one side of Heath,
holding both his shoulders. The
dog walks on the other side of him,
protective.

...and found ourselves in a curious civilization...
heath: ha!

A power wheelchair stands in a park-like
field of grass, illuminated in full sun.
An osprey flies overhead.

Close-up, smiling,
sweaty.

...in a particular place and time.
me: AAh!

Close-up, same.

I support him under the armpits as he steps
onto the footplate and prepares to sit in the
power chair. Background: 3-4 distant humans
and their dogs. A huge German shepherd nearby
has its ears pointed, alert to our group.
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what was my job?

I kneel in front of
Heath, and buckle
his seatbelt. German
shepherd is now
sniffing our dog
Honeybee’s butt.

heath: is it
against the law
for dogs to hunt
squirrels?

Front view, Heath
looks inquiringly
at me as we walk
along the path.
In background,
Honeybee & shepherd
speed after squirrel.

heath: i think
squirrels like
this game.

Sad dogs give up, look
over their shoulders as
we all approach chain
link exit gate. I leash
Honeybee.

to keep him safe and close.? or to make him strong
enough to fight for himself one day?

Heath and I and both dogs move along a wide
gravel path beside the park-like clearing. Other
humans and unleashed, cavorting dogs seen
in background. Two dogs are playfighting.
BRRRARK!! and YIP! sounds.

me:
honeybee, leave it!

I point at her but she
doesn’t listen. Heath
sweats anxiously as
speeding dogs close
in on squirrel.

Me: they always win.
except in winter.

me, shrugging: the
squirrels could
always move to
another part of town.

Squirrel runs
straight up a tree,
barely missing
snapping jaws of the
two dogs, up on hind
legs with paws on
trunk.

HEath, dismayed:
yeah. honeybee
killed one in the
snow.

We exit the gate with Honeybee, now leashed.
Strange dog sits watching now, won’t leave with
us. DOG PARK RULES sign posted but rules not
legible.
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Me: she couldn’t help
herself. the law of the
jungle is what it is.

Heath, gesturing with wide,
skinny arms: the weaker ones
always get eaten.

My hand on Heath’s shoulder.
Honeybee strains on leash. Signs of
city life, urban buildings over treeline,
Trash can, people in distance biking
and walking.

We walk on riverside paved trail,
dog is alert, ears up, hunting from
the leash.

passing matron, leaning in
toward heath: Good job
driving, sweetie!

HEath: but the law of humans
can change the law of the
jungle? like, smooth it out?

He makes a smoothing, circular
gesture. Stranger recedes in
background. We pass Grizzly
Stadium at Univ. of MT with huge,
teeth-baring grizzly mural.

A stranger passing with her
overflowing grocery bags stops
and effuses. He leans back slightly
with a smile, looking sidewise at
me.

8-year old girl
on bike: hi heath!!

Me: Exactly! it can try to anyway.

heath: hi, mattea!!
let’s have a playdate!

A passing dog is afraid of the power
chair. “Pedestrian crossing” street
sign is seen where we cross into
a residential neighborhood of old
houses and maple trees.

See a friend biking
with her dad. Kids
wave at each other.
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KAMUNYAKA

OUR HOUSE,
SAME DAY

me: the laws of nature can
change too.

me: when food is scarce,
animals are more fierce. but it’s
complicated...

In front of our old two-storey house
with unkempt grass, I’m unbuckling
Heath from power chair at foot of
front steps. Honeybee sits waiting,
her leash loose on sidewalk.

I walk him to the top step. Setting
sun is seen in the corner of the
frame emitting long rays.

me: ...because
some animals
cooperate a lot.

me, shrugging: it’s not
always simple.

Long view,
silhouettes. We sit
on the top step of
the porch, dog lies
panting beside on
ground.

Closer up. Heath
is listening, dog
snoozes.

dad/ryan:
RRRAAAARRRR!!!!

heath: grandpa ed
showed me a video of
a lion taking care of
a baby antelope.

He gestures as if
cradling a baby
animal tenderly.

me: hmm, the lion could have
easily eaten the little guy.

heath:
whhhaaarrr!

Ryan emerges from front door,
arms spread wide, pretending to be
a beast. Heath lights up with glee.

Ryan pretends to gnaw on startled
Heath’s neck as I mentally wrestle
with this question.
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heath: i’ll...get...you!!!

ME: why did she do it?

Heath rears up on knees and throttles
Ryan’s neck. He flails in mock terror.
I’m gripped by the question, musing
with chin in hand.

I’m sitting up straight. Kneeling
Heath pretends to chew on Ryan’s
leg.

after dinner...
RYAN: what happened? some kind
of lion-and-the-lamb situation?

voiceover from ipad: “The unique
lioness was named ‘Kamunyak’ or
the ‘Blessed One.’”

We all gather around the iPad at
kitchen table, screen not seen. Empty
plates not yet cleared. Heath hasn’t
eaten much.

Ryan kneels and looks directly in
my face, Heath is calm now and
looking at me too.

“she protected her adopted oryx calf
from danger, fighting off predators
which attempted to eat the youngster in
kenya’s SAMBURU NATIONAL RESERVE.”

Voiceover: “KAMUNYAK died of starvation
because she could not leave her calF
alone to go hunt for food.”
boy: no!

iPad Screen: baby ungulate on
splayed, unsteady legs nuzzles
Kamunyak the lioness.

mom: oh my.

Our three faces illuminated by iPad
screen, taken aback and saddened.
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AT bedtime...
me: but why?

heath: on youtube, there’s
also a turtle and an
alligator who are friends.

Heath’s room, football memorabilia,
books, kneeling height desk. He is
cozy in his single bed. Mattress
is on floor, not elevated. I’m lying
next to him, both staring at ceiling.
Honeybee asleep at foot of bed.

heath: some other
law of the jungle.

He likes this idea.
Eyebrows up,
smiling.

Puzzled.

ryan: goodnight, bug!

ryan: best boy for me!

Ryan comes in the
room with arms
outstretched for a
hug.

Tight goodnight hug.

10 p.m....

Ryan: it comes down to recognition
of the other’s existence...

me: it calls into question...

me: and it’s part of nature.

ryan: ...survival of the fittest?

Ryan and I both reflected in bathroom
mirror. He in motorcycle tshirt and
drawstring pants brushing teeth, I in
long granny nightgown, animated,
gesturing with BZZZZing electric
toothbrush.

Ryan holds toothbrush outside
foamy mouth, gestures with
other hand. I brush with electric
toothbrush. BZZZ sound effect.
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kamunyak reminded me of something,
a long, gnarled root pointing back in
time...
Ryan: gimme
A three
letter word
for “ship”...

...to our ancestors long before us.

Me: “Ark.” i’ll
bet darwin knew
about this.

We see Ryan’s crossword grid.
ARK, ABRAHAM, AREAMAPS,
MILK

Ryan in bed doing a crossword. I
lift covers and gets in bed. Room is
dark except for bed lamp.
a troublesome question
lurked in my mind.
Me: do you think
ancient people
really...did away with
their disabled babies?

We sit and look at
each other.

ryan: probably.
sometimes. people
thought differently
then.

Closer up, face to
face.

ryan: but plenty of people raised
disabled kids at home before that.

Ryan: looks like...they
outlawed infanticide
in 3rd century rome....
me: CHristians!
they were starting
asylums.

Both looking at iPad
now, sound effect
GOOGLE GOOGLE.

ME: of course they did!
not everyone is up for infanticide.

Close up, Roman kid’s face,
delighted with his kitty.

Thought balloon we are sharing...
kid with CP on crutches in modest
Roman home playing with a cat as
mother prepares food. Shutters are
closed.
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ryan: so, ROMANS BROKE THE LAW
TO KEEP THEIR KIDS.

me: it’s an impossible law.

Pulled back view from outside
the house. We see into lit
bedroom window. Neighboring
houses visible on either side.

rome, 43 a.d.
Ryan: google
says plato
thought we
shouldn’t have
impaired people
in the republic...

me: but then there were
disabled rulers, like
claudius.

We read together, leaning
close, nighttime lighting casts
shadows.

claudius to senator:
we shall conquer
Britain!

Claudius in toga and
crown, palsied legs
and cane, speaking to
Aulus Plautius in his
palace.

the weight of the past exerts its force on our nights and days.

ryan: heath’s life is just one in a
hundred billion in history.

jenny: not even
counting the animals.

Lights out, darkness in the corners, dim light on faces
with eyes closed.
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